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Book Review Quotes
Getting the Brain Ready for Early Learning 

“From Power to Greatness in Excellence! This book will transform your life. You will find excellent tips that 
enhance sensory skills, character education, fine and gross motor skills, etc. With that in mind, this book 
has the power to bring assorted educational tasks and options to early learners. The authors are amazing 
in their use of so many educated, integrated opportunities and in focusing on early learning experiences. I 
highly recommend this book! It will motivate and allow you to celebrate academic excellence.” 

– Jim G., Early Childhood and Care Department, College Instructor

“Research has shown that early interventions and strategies can make a significant difference in a child’s 
ability to learn new skills. Getting the Brain Ready for Early Learning is an excellent resource for parents 
and professionals in education and provides easy-to-do, effective tips that can be used at home and in the 
classroom setting.”

– Meagan N., Ph.D., Nationally Certified School Psychologist

“I believe Getting the Brain Ready for Early Learning has practical tips that can be easily implemented 
by parents. I love that it provides vivid examples of how to introduce, teach and practice critical thinking 
skills.” 
              – Tonya V., Ed.S., Special Education Teacher

Book Review Quotes 
Habari’s Book of Letters: A Practical Guide for Learning the Alphabet 

“If you want to help your child get ready for school but don’t know what to do, this book is your resource. 
The bright, colorful pages are filled with easy to follow instructions. Your child will learn letter recognition, 
letter sounds, and how to write letters. Each page also includes information that will extend your child’s 
learning. Teachers could also use this book during whole, small and independent activity times. 
           – Carol S., Retired Kindergarten Teacher

“I completely love it! …As a way of helping to master each letter, the book suggests using the Name it!, 
Trace it!, Sound it!, Connect it! and Build it! strategies. These strategies are perfect for any learning style 
and implement repetition throughout the book, which is key. Habari’s Book of Letters is an essential guide 
to helping young learners prepare for academic success.”        
               – Alma L., Elementary School Teacher

“This book is a perfect foundation for toddlers, preschoolers and primary students. Habari’s Book of 
Letters will reach all learners as it provides activities for every learning style. The interactiveness, colorful 
illustrations, and extended learning are not only inviting but enriching. Early childhood professionals and 
parents will appreciate the simplicity of activities, and children will enjoy the engaging moments shared 
when learning letters.” 
            – Jamie R., Early Intervention Specialist 


